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**ABSTRACT**

A low driving voltage with fast response LC-lens by using high resistance material was developed. By implementing the LC-lens as an array structure, it can be adaptively used for multi-function of 3D displays. Furthermore, by combining with coded optical barrier with embedded optical sensors, it can yield 3D air-touch function.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Recently, many types of 2D/3D switchable auto-stereoscopic displays are proposed in order to keep the 2D resolution [1-2]. The LC devices can perform the switchable parallax barrier and lenticular lens to enable 3D displays to switch between 2D and 3D modes. However, the 2D/3D switchable function is insufficient for current portable devices having auto screen rotate function, such as smart phones and tablet PCs, because the current 2D/3D switchable function is unable to achieve the 3D rotation due to disabling to change the arrangement direction of parallax barrier or lenticular lens. Additionally, those technologies cannot display full-resolution 2D contents and 3D contents at the same time, because these LC devices cannot locally perform parallax barrier or lenticular lens. The resolution of 2D contents will be reduced by at least half resolution depending on the number of views of the 3D display. Thus, we need an electrically switchable device having the 2D/3D switchable, dual-oriented 3D and partial 2D/3D switchable functions for current portable devices, as shown in Fig.1.

For 3D Display, in this paper, we propose a multifunctional LC lens array that enabled auto-stereoscopic displays to achieve above three functions. Additionally, the design of LC lens devices is based on a compact size and easy-fabrication without any curved surface. Thus, the fabrication can be compatible with the fabrication of the current well-developed LCD industry and make auto-stereoscopic displays have more functions and applications used in our daily life.

Beyond the 3D display, for further “touch” on the virtual 3D object and interact with it; we proposed a coded optical barrier on embedded photo sensor array. By combining with the LC-lens array above the display screen, the “3D air-touch” technology can be realized.

![Fig. 1 Schematic plot of adaptive LC-lens Array for (a) multi-functional 3D display, and (b) 3D air-touch function.](image-url)
1.1 Dual-oriented 3D switchable function

In order to achieve dual-oriented 3D switchable function, top electrodes and bottom electrodes must have different orientations, as shown in Fig. 2. When all bottom electrodes are connected to ground and top electrodes are driven by interlaced voltage, $V_{D}$ and ground, LC lens arrange in the horizontal orientation. Due to the same driving voltage, the bottom electrodes become a full electrode with ground voltage. When bottom electrodes are driven by interlaced voltage, LC lens switch to the vertical orientation.

Fig. 2 Sketch of the structure of multi-functional liquid crystal lens array, and driving method for dual-oriented 3D switchable function.

1.2 Partial 2D/3D switchable function

The driving method partial 2D/3D switchable function is shown in Fig. 3. If we want to form the lens in the 3D region, there are no lenses in the other regions. This driving method needs three different voltages, $V_{3D}$, $V_{2D,\, TOP}$ and $V_{2D,\, BOT}$, which applied on the bottom electrodes in the 3D regions, the top and bottom electrodes in the 2D regions. The magnitude of $V_{2D,\, TOP}$ and $V_{2D,\, BOT}$ are higher than $V_{3D}$. Therefore, there is a big potential difference between the top and bottom in the 2D regions. It make the whole LC are vertical. In the 3D region, the LC distribution has a gradient orientation from vertical direction to horizontal direction to produce lens effect.

Fig. 3 Driving method of partial 2D/3D switchable function.

1.3 Experiment Results of Multi-functional 3D displays

The specification of the prototype is shown in Table 1. For dual-oriented 3D function, the driving voltages are 2Vrms. For partial 2D/3D switchable function, the driving voltages are 2Vrms for the bottom electrodes in the 3D region, 6Vrms for the bottom electrodes in the 2D region and 4Vrms for the top electrodes. The dual-oriented 3D switchable function is verified, according to the angular distributions for horizontal and vertical 3D mode, as shown in Fig. 4.

For partial 2D/3D switching, the 2D regions are divided into three regions according to the different driving conditions. The angular distributions of 2D regions are shown in Fig. 5(Left a-c). In accordance with the measured data, multifunctional LC lens array can be applied on display devices to supply the partial 2D/3D switching function. In addition, we demonstrate the partial 2D/3D auto-stereoscopic display to show the text in 2D regions and the 3D region. The camera captures the text at the viewing direction with lowest 3D crosstalk. The full resolution of the texts can be displayed in the three 2D regions, as shown in Fig. 5(Right a-c), respectively. The low resolution of the text is displayed
in the 3D region, as shown in Fig. 5 (Right d). It can prove the display can actually show 2D contents with the full resolution.

Fig. 4 Angular distributions for horizontal and vertical 3D modes.

Fig. 5 Angular distributions and captured images from the prototype for partial 2D/3D switchable function in (a) first 2D, (b) second 2D, (c) third 2D and (d) 3D regions. Here is a sample illustration and caption for a multimedia file:

**CODED OPTICAL BARRIER FOR 3D AIR TOUCH**

1.4 Construction and Method

The present paper designed depth sensors to achieve near distance touch. Based on traditional LC display, there are three main components. First, IR light is integrated with display backlight system, acting as touch light source. With IR light source, display image would not be affected. Second, IR photo sensor is embed on the TFT substrate as common in-cell sensor. Third and the most distinct portion of the whole system is optical barrier. Optical barrier is located above and patterned for each pixel of photo sensor. With optical barrier on top, optical sensor becomes depth-sensitive and it will be detailed in next paragraph. Besides, depth sensors are at black matrix region, so aperture ratio would not be affected much and sensor would not be influenced by backlight system.

In depth sensor, we designed an aperture above each photo sensor, as depicted in Fig. 6. Aside from fixed pitch of LC cell (p) in the panel, all we design is displacement between the sensor and the aperture (d). More to our concept, we classified depth sensor into two types: xy-sensor and multiple z-sensors. In xy-sensor, the aperture is directly located above the photo sensor (i.e. d=0). On the other hand in z-sensor, aperture is slightly shifted with displacement (d) so that the sensor is able to capture directional light input. Nonetheless, multiple z-sensors are around the xy-sensor, and the displacement (d) of each z-sensor is different in order to sense the input at different depth (z). Moreover, as an example depicted in Fig. 6, Z1-sensor can capture strong signal while -sensor capture weak signal. Generally, captured intensity of each z-sensor is highly related to the depth (z) of input; hence a data base, which records captured intensity and known depth, is constructed for depth sensing. Finally according to the database, a continuous working range is constructed.
Fig. 6. Schematic structure of embedded optical sensor on TFT substrate and sensed image. Also the depth-sensing principle and system architecture.

1.5 Experiment Results of 3D Air-touch

To verify the proposed concept, our prototype was built on a 4-inch mobile auto-stereoscopic display with parallax barriers. Unfortunately, our current prototype is not embeded coded optical barriers. Therefore, we attach the home-made mask onto the cover glass for simulating the coded optical barriers, as shown in Fig. 7. The linearity and errors at different working depth was measured. At each step, we measured the inputs 15 times; the depth response is illustrated in Fig. 8. The maximum error was less than 5 mm with average in 1mm, which shall be applicable for 3D Air-touch system.

Fig. 7. Experimental platform with coded optical barriers.

Fig. 8. 3D sensed depth response with average error measurement.
We also clarified the feasibility of multi-touch function. An example of 2-touch points is shown in Fig. 9., two touch points were put at 0, 10 mm separately. For clear understanding, the procedure flow is narrated as followed. In the figure, the arrow 1 indicated the procedure of 2D coordinate location; xy-image was extracted from the captured image, then ISODATA clustering rendered the 2D position (x’,y’) of each touch points. Following, arrow 2, the locations were mapped into the original coordinate system (x,y) in captured image. In the final procedures 3 in the figure, the intensity values of z-sensors were referenced. Moreover, remind of the system architecture in Figure 2, the spacing between xy- and z-sensors is fixed (l). We only regarded and extracted (Im) at correct position, while all other valued pixels were neglected. Furthermore to the example, the detail processed data were listed in the flowing table, which included information of z-sensor reference in red dot-line square.

Fig. 9. Example of 2 touch points and separation, and measured data of the multi-touch test.

CONCLUSIONS

We successfully achieve a dual-oriented partial 2D/3D switchable auto-stereoscopic display using multi-functional liquid crystal lens array. It can display 2D images without resolution loss and 3D images together. The multi-functional LC lens array has advantages of low driving voltage and easy-fabricated to be compatible with LCD technology. The 3D crosstalk for dual-orientation is 10.8%(Vertical) and 29%(Horizontal). For the 3D Air-touch system, we proposed a simple depth sensing structure which consists of coded optical barrier above embedded photo sensors. By controlling the gap and displacement between barrier aperture and photo sensors, the depth(z) position of fingertip can be captured easily. Besides, along with touch algorithm, the system was able to separate multiple touch points and render 2D coordinate (x,y) we built a prototype on a 4-inch panel to test the feasibility. The system was composed of 1 xy-sensor and 4 z-sensors where the working range in depth was 0 to 35mm with maximum error less than 5 mm. In addition, the system supported upmost 3 inputs simultaneously.
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